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Perhaps *re leastwell known of the\West Country counties,

\)filtshire is home to some of Britain's finest heritage

monuments. Katalin Hanniker discovers its magic

nce part ofthe ancient kingdom of
\fessex, ruled over by Alfred the
Great, Wiltshire shares a sense of

history and mystery with its more famous
\7est Country neighbours, Somerset and
Dorset. The earthy landscape is peppered
with the remains of ancient settlements

and monuments) most notably Neolithic
Stonehenge, and the region boasts one of
the biggest concentrations of historic
houses inEngland.

Scenically, the county is green and
pleasant, bounded to the east by the
Marlborough Downs, to the south and
west by open country. Among the many
stretches of woodland in the county is

Savernake Forest, one of $7iltshire's
ancient Royal Forests.

TheVale of Pewsey, a beautiful stretch
of countryside, links the downlands to
Salisbury Plain (some of it offJimits by
order of the Ministry of Defence - look
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out for the red flags). Its chalk hills provide
a canvas for one of the area's most
distinctive features: seven massive white
horses hewn out ofthe turf.

It is a heady cockail for visitors in search

of unspoilt England. The village of
Lacoc( in the northwest of the counry is a

collection of limewashed, half-timbered
and stone cottages dating back to the 13th
century. It was given to the NationalTiust
in 1944 and under its watchful eye the
village remains remarkably free of 21st
centrry eyesores - there is not a satellite
dish or yellow parking line in sight.

The adiacent Lacock Abbey was
founded in 1232 as a nunnery. HenryVIII
dissolved it and thenWilliam Sharington
boughr it. converling it into a country
house in 1539. He retained many original
features including the cloisters and
sacristy, and much of the interior dates

backto those times.
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